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I. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND1

A. WITNESS IDENTIFICATION2

Q. Please state your name and business address.3

A. Malcolm J. Quick, 1844 Ferry Road, Naperville, Illinois, 60563.4

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed?5

A. I am Manager of Rate Design for Northern Illinois Gas Company d/b/a Nicor Gas 6

Company (“Nicor Gas” or “Company”).7

B. BACKGROUND AND EXPERIENCE8

Q. What are your duties in your position as Manager of Rate Design?9

A. I have responsibility for (i) managing and supervising the preparation of detailed policy 10

analysis related to the Company’s rate design and revenue requirements, (ii) monitoring 11

and reporting of any state regulatory proceedings involving or impacting the Company or 12

which might be precedent setting, and (iii) preparing testimony, petitions and other 13

submittals as required by tariff or statue and in support of the Company’s business 14

requirements.  15

Q. Please summarize your educational background and experience.16

A. I hold a degree of Bachelor of Arts, majoring in Economics, from MacMurray College, 17

and a Master of Science in Economics from Southern Illinois University – Carbondale.  I 18

began my employment with Nicor Gas in 1976 as a rate analyst in the Rate Research 19

section of the Rate Department.  Since that time I have held positions in the Engineering, 20

Stock Records and Finance Departments of Nicor Gas, and in the Rate Administration 21
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section of the Rate Department.  In February of this year, I assumed my present position 22

as Manager Rate Design.23

Q. Have you previously testified before the Illinois Commerce Commission?24

A. Yes.25

II. ITEMIZED ATTACHMENTS26

Q. Are there any exhibits to your testimony?27

A. Yes, I am sponsoring, and have attached hereto, several exhibits: 28

 Exhibit 3.1, Rider 30, Energy Efficiency Plan Cost Recovery29

 Exhibit 3.2, Determination of Three Year Rate Increase Cap30

 Exhibit 3.3, Illustration of Nicor Gas’ Fixed Cost Recovery Reduction Due to the 31
Plan32

 Exhibit 3.4, Summary of Estimated Energy Efficiency Program Costs and 33
Charges by Rate Class34

 Exhibit 3.5, Rider 29, Energy Efficiency Plan35

 Exhibit 3.6, Table of Contents36

III. PURPOSE OF TESTIMONY37

Q. What is the purpose of your direct testimony in this proceeding?38

A. The purpose of my testimony is two-fold.  First, I will describe Nicor Gas’ proposed 39

Rider 30, Energy Efficiency Plan Cost Recovery (“Rider EEP”), attached hereto as Nicor 40

Gas Ex. 3.1.  The proposed rider provides for the recovery of all costs associated with 41

implementing Nicor Gas’ Energy Efficiency Plan (the “Plan”), as required under Section 42

8-104 of the Public Utilities Act (the “Act”).  Section 8-104(e) of the Act permits the 43

recovery of costs through an automatic adjustment clause filed with and approved by the 44

Commission outside the context of a general rate case.  Second, I will describe Nicor 45
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Gas’ proposed changes to its existing Rider 29, Energy Efficiency Plan (“Rider 29”), 46

attached hereto as Nicor Gas Ex. 3.5.  With the introduction of Rider EEP, Rider 29 47

would be eliminated and, thus, must be modified to allow for the phasing out of its 48

provisions.  49

As a housekeeping matter, Nicor Gas is also requesting permission to update its 50

tariff’s Table of Contents by adding Rider 30 to the list of riders.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 3.6).51

IV. RIDER 30, ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN COST RECOVERY52

Q. Please provide a general description of proposed Rider EEP.53

A. The purpose of Rider EEP is to recover the cost associated with the Company’s energy 54

efficiency plan, as authorized under Section 8-104(e).  That Section states that “[a] utility 55

providing approved energy efficiency measures in this State shall be permitted to recover 56

costs of those measures through an automatic adjustment clause tariff filed with and 57

approved by the Commission.”  A detailed explanation of the Company’s proposed 58

energy efficiency plan is found in the direct testimony of Nicor Gas witness James J. 59

Jerozal, Jr.  (Nicor Gas Ex. 1.0). 60

Q. What was the basis for the design of proposed Rider EEP?61

A. Nicor Gas reviewed the Commission-approved electric energy efficiency plan cost62

recovery riders for the Ameren companies (Docket No. 07-0539) and for Commonwealth 63

Edison Company (Docket No. 07-0540), as well as the gas energy efficiency plan cost 64

recovery rider for MidAmerican Energy (Docket No. 08-0108).  Nicor Gas’ proposed 65

rider follows the same general structure as these three Commission-approved cost 66

recovery riders.67
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Q. Which rate classes would be affected by Rider EEP?68

A. Rider EEP would apply to all rate classes.  Section 8-104(c) of the Act provides that an 69

approved rider “shall be applicable to the utility’s customers”.  Nicor Gas interprets this 70

to mean that cost recovery should be collected from all of its customers.71

Q. Are there any exemptions to this general rule?72

A. Yes.  Section 8-104(m) of the Act provides exemption for customers that meet certain 73

criteria and also allows customers to be designated as “self-directing” customers, which 74

means they would implement their own energy efficiency programs.  Section 8-104(m) 75

states in part:76

(m)  Subsections (a) through (k) of this Section do not apply to 77
customers of a natural gas utility that have a North American 78
Industry Classification System code number that is 22111 or any 79
such code number beginning with the digits 31, 32, or 33 and (i) 80
annual usage in the aggregate of 4 million therms or more within 81
the service territory of the affected gas utility or with aggregate 82
usage of 8 million therms or more in this State and complying with 83
the provisions of item (1) of the subsection (m); or (ii) using 84
natural gas as feedstock and meeting the usage requirements 85
described in item (i) of this subsection (m), to the extent such 86
annual feedstock usage is greater than 60% of the customer’s total 87
annual usage of natural gas.  88

Q. Is Nicor Gas responsible for monitoring these “subsection (m)” customers?89

A. No.  The Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (“DCEO”) is charged 90

with determining the eligibility of customers seeking to either be exempt from 91

Section 8-104, or be designated as a self-directing customer.92

Q. Has DCEO approved any Nicor Gas customers as being either exempt from 93

Section 8-104 or being a self-directing customer?94
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A. Yes.  DCEO has provided Nicor Gas with a list of about 50 customers that are either 95

exempt from Section 8-104, or have chosen to be self-directing customers.  Nicor Gas has 96

not considered these customers in determining its required therm reductions under 97

Section 8-104(c) or in determining the 2 % rate cap of its proposed Plan.98

Q. Please explain what you are referring to with respect to a 2% rate cap.99

A. Rider EEP includes a limitation of costs to be recovered under the Rider, as described in 100

Section 8-104(d) of the Act.  Subsection (d) states in part, “… a natural gas utility shall 101

limit the amount of energy efficiency implemented in any 3-year reporting period 102

established in subsection (f) of Section 8-104 of this Act, by an amount necessary to limit 103

the estimated average increase in the amounts paid by retail customers in connection with 104

natural gas service to no more that 2% in the applicable 3-year reporting period.”  Based 105

on 2009 revenues, Nicor Gas estimates the first 3-year reporting period 2 % rate cap to be 106

$141 million.107

Q. How was the $141 million three-year cap determined?108

A. Attached Nicor Gas Ex. 3.2 shows the determination of the $141 million figure.  It starts 109

with the Company’s total revenue for 2009, as reported in its 2009 Form 21 ILCC, and 110

then subtracts revenues not related to natural gas service.  Added to this amount is an 111

imputed amount of revenue related to gas commodity costs that customers served by 112

certified Alternative Retail Gas Suppliers under Nicor Gas’ Customer Select small-user 113

program would have paid to their suppliers.  The gas commodity costs were determined 114

by multiplying the 2009 monthly Customer Select deliveries by Nicor Gas’ Rider 6, Gas 115

Supply Cost, for each corresponding month and then summing to get a total commodity 116

cost of $218 million.  Taxes were then added to this number to get the total imputed cost 117
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of $225 million.  Total revenues of $2,347 million were then multiplied by 2 % and then 118

by three (for the three years of the Plan), to obtain the total three-year rate cap of 119

$141 million. 120

Q. What costs does Nicor Gas propose to be included for recovery through Rider EEP?121

A. Nicor Gas proposes to recover all costs that are incremental to implementing the required 122

energy efficiency plan as of July 10, 2009, the date Section 8-104 became law.  Rider 123

EEP specifies three cost groups that would be recovered under the Rider.124

Q. Please describe the first of the three cost groups.125

A. The first set of costs is related directly to the implementation and operation of the Plan.  126

Such costs include, but are not limited to, legal and consulting fees, information 127

technology development, all costs for developing, implementing, and maintaining the 128

various energy efficiency measures included in the Plan, including any equipment, 129

devices or services that are purchased.  Also included in this group of costs would be all 130

direct and indirect labor costs for employees whose jobs are related to implementing and 131

maintaining the Plan.  Additionally, as provided by Section 8-104(e), Nicor Gas would 132

recover the costs for DCEO’s energy efficiency plan.  As provided in subsection (e), 133

DCEO is responsible for obtaining 20% of the therm reductions, as specified in 134

subsection (c), and shall receive up to 25% of the total budget applicable to Nicor Gas’ 135

customers.136

Q. Please describe the second of the three cost groups.137

A. The second cost group includes the same costs as the first group, but for Nicor Gas’ On-138

Bill Financing program.  As provide by Section 19-140(f) of the Act, utilities may 139
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recover the cost of their On-Bill-Financing program through the Section 8-104 cost 140

recovery rider.  Specifically, Section 19-140(f) states:141

(f)  A gas utility shall recover all of the prudently incurred costs of 142
offering a program approved by the Commission pursuant to this 143
Section, including, but not limited to, all start-up and 144
administrative costs and the costs for program evaluation.  All 145
prudently incurred costs under this Section shall be recovered from 146
the residential and small commercial retail customer classes 147
eligible to participate in the program through the automatic 148
adjustment clause established pursuant to Section 8-104 of this 149
Act.150

Nicor Gas’ Rider 31, On-Bill-Financing Program was previously approved by the 151

Commission in Docket No. 10-0096.152

Q. Would the costs associated with the On-Bill-Financing program be included in the 153

determination of the 2% rate cap on increases to customers’ average charges? 154

A. No.  As the law states, the utility should limit the amount of energy efficiency measures 155

implemented such that customers’ average billing does not increase by more than 2%.  156

The On-Bill-Financing program is not an energy efficiency measure.  Thus, its costs 157

should not be included in determining whether Nicor Gas has implemented energy 158

efficiency measures within the 2% rate cap.  The proposed cost recovery rider is merely a 159

vehicle for the Company to recover the costs associated with the On-Bill-Financing 160

program.161

Q. What is the final set of costs Nicor Gas proposes to recover through Rider EEP?162

A. Nicor Gas proposes to recover the fixed cost portion of the volumetric charges, as 163

approved by the Commission in Nicor Gas’ last rate case, Docket Number 08-0363, that 164

are not received by the Company because of the energy conservation efforts of the Plan.  165
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Due to the energy efficiency programs, over time Nicor Gas’ deliveries would be reduced 166

by millions of therms each year, correspondingly reducing its charges from what 167

otherwise would have been obtained.  A portion of these therm reductions would recover 168

fixed costs that Nicor Gas does not recover in its volumetric distribution charges.  As 169

stated in Rider EEP, the dollar value of the foregone therm deliveries would be computed 170

based on the sum of the deemed total annual therm reduction, for each rate class, 171

multiplied by the last volumetric rate step charge and then multiplied by the percentage of 172

fixed costs recoverable in the applicable volumetric charge.173

Q. Why should the Commission approve recovery of the costs to Nicor Gas resulting 174

from energy efficiency measures that directly reduce its fixed cost recover?175

A. First, Section 8-104(e) authorizes recovery of the costs of the energy efficiency measures.  176

A clear economic cost of the measures is the reduction in Nicor Gas’ volumetric 177

deliveries, which subsequently reduce the recovery of its Commission-approved fixed 178

costs through its volumetric charges.  Second, Section 8-104(a) states that it is the policy 179

of the State of Illinois to require natural gas utilities to use energy efficiency programs to 180

reduce costs to customers and that the public interest is served by allowing the utilities to 181

recover costs incurred to implement such programs.  However, Nicor Gas’ current rate 182

structure penalizes Nicor Gas financially for successful conservation efforts.  While there 183

was a major shift to recover more fixed costs through fixed monthly customer charges in 184

Nicor Gas’ last rate case (Docket No. 08-0363), there is still a significant amount of fixed 185

costs being recovered through volumetric distribution charges.  For example, in the 186

residential rate class, the distribution charge was established to recover about 187

$104.3 million of the allowed revenue requirement.  Volumetric related costs assigned to 188
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the residential class were about $25.5 million.  Consequently, about $78.8 million of 189

fixed costs, or 75.6% of the distribution charges, are still being recovered through the 190

volumetric distribution charge.  In total, Nicor Gas’ volumetric charges were designed to 191

recover $197.8 million in revenue, of which $144.4 million or 73% would be for the 192

recovery of fixed costs.193

Third, Nicor Gas is simply requesting the Commission to allow it the opportunity 194

to recover its Commission-approved costs authorized in Docket No. 08-0363.  Recovery 195

of such costs recognizes that the new State-mandated energy efficiency law will 196

significantly hinder the Company’s ability to recover its fixed costs due to the mandated 197

therm reductions.  198

Fourth, the Plan therm reduction goals are established using actual 2009 therm 199

deliveries which, due to colder than normal weather, overstate the amount of therms 200

Nicor Gas would normally deliver.  Consequently, the goals are set on a much higher 201

therm basis than used for establishing Nicor Gas’ rates.  Consequently, this will result in 202

a greater amount of therms lost when the Plan reaches its goals and a greater negative 203

impact on the Company’s revenues.204

Q. Does Nicor Gas have an estimate of the impact that the mandated therm reductions 205

would have on the Company’s ability to recover its fixed costs?206

A. Yes.  Nicor Gas Ex. 3.3 has been prepared to show the estimated impact on Nicor Gas’ 207

revenues if the therm reduction goals of Section 8-104 are met over the first ten years of 208

the Plan.  The last column of the Exhibit shows the cumulative reduction on revenues to 209

recover fixed costs.  For the first three-year Plan, the reduction in revenues to recover 210

fixed costs is estimated to be about $1.3 million, and up to $8.5 million in the tenth year 211
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of the Plans.  Nicor Gas Ex. 3.3 shows cumulatively that, over the ten year period, Nicor 212

Gas would not recover approximately $34.1 million in Commission-approved fixed costs 213

as a result of meeting the statutorily mandated energy efficiency goals.214

Q. Assuming the Commission approved Nicor Gas’ proposal to recover its lost fixed 215

costs, what would be the impact on the average residential customer?216

A. Table 3.1 below has been prepared to show this impact.  Table 3.1 demonstrates that for 217

only that portion of revenue recovering fixed costs, a typical residential customer would 218

have no increase in costs in the first year.  Over the first three-year Plan, the total cost to 219

the average residential customer would be about $0.34.  By the tenth year, the impact on 220

the residential customer would be $1.59 or about $0.13 per month.  Thus, as shown in 221

Nicor Gas Ex. 3.3, the potential therm reductions impacting fixed cost recovery grows to 222

a very significant amount for Nicor Gas over the first ten years.  However, Table 3.1 223

shows that on an individual customer basis the impact is de mininis.224

Table 3.1:225

Estimated Impact of Fixed Cost Recovery on Residential Customers

Plan Year Annual Cost Monthly Cost Plan Year Annual Cost Monthly Cost

1 $ 0.00 $ 0.00 6 $ 0.57 $ 0.05

2 $ 0.11 $ 0.01 7 $ 0.80 $ 0.07

3 $ 0.23 $ 0.02 8 $ 1.02 $ 0.09

4 $ 0.23 $ 0.02 9 $ 1.37 $ 0.11

5 $ 0.46 $ 0.04 10 $ 1.59 $ 0.13

In contrast, the estimated total annual cost to residential customers to implement the 226

statutory mandate for the first three years of the Plan is expected to be $6.34, $9.16 and 227

$10.43, respectively.  Therefore, the recovery of Nicor Gas’ fixed costs represents only 228

2.2%, or less, of total forecasted residential EEP costs.229
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Q. Please summarize how Nicor Gas proposes to calculate the Rider EEP charges.230

A. The formula is essentially the same as that approved by the Commission for Ameren, 231

ComEd and MidAmerican Energy.  Simply stated, Nicor Gas would take the proposed 232

Plan budget for the coming year for each of the three rate classifications, add in any 233

adjustments for the annual reconciliation of actual costs and revenues, add in any 234

Commission ordered adjustments, subtract any revenues received from other sources, and 235

then divide the final amount by the amount of therms forecasted to be delivered over the 236

recovery period.  237

Q. Rider EEP, then, does provide for an annual reconciliation?238

A. Yes.  Rider EEP provides that on or before August 20 of each year, the Company would 239

file with the Commission an information sheet specifying an annual reconciliation 240

charge.  The reconciliation amount would be the difference between the actual costs 241

associated with the Plan for the year June 1 through May 31, and the amount of money 242

recovered over that period.243

Additionally, Rider EEP provides that the charge under the rider may be either 244

increased or decreased during the annual recovery period to better match costs and 245

revenues and minimize the annual reconciliation charge.246

Q. In addition to the annual reconciliation, would Nicor Gas make other filings related 247

to Rider EEP?248

A. Yes.  In conjunction with the annual reconciliation filing, the Company would send the 249

Commission a report summarizing the operation of the rider and the details of the 250

reconciliation calculations.  Testimony would be provided related to the reasonableness 251
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and prudence of the costs recovered through Rider EEP.  Additionally, a separate internal 252

audit report would be sent to the Commission’s Manager of Accounting.  Such internal 253

audit preformed by the Company would include at least the following audit tests that 254

would: (i) examine whether the incremental costs recovered through the rider are 255

associated with energy efficiency measures; (ii) test customers’ bills for accuracy of the 256

billing charge; (iii) test the correctness of the revenue statements; and (iv) test that funds 257

from any other source are identified and reflected in the determination of the Rider EEP 258

charge.259

Additionally, as required by Section 8-104(f)(8) of the Act, Nicor Gas would file 260

quarterly status reports with the Commission.  These reports would provide information 261

on the implementation of and expenditures for both Nicor Gas’ energy efficiency 262

measures and those of the DCEO. 263

Q. Section 8-104(f)(3) of the Act requires Nicor Gas to “…present estimates of the total 264

amount paid for gas service expressed on a per therm basis associated with the 265

proposed portfolio of measures….” Has such a calculation been performed?266

A. Yes.  The attached Nicor Gas Ex. 3.4 was prepared to show the average per therm cost of 267

the measures for Rider EEP’s three rate classes.  In total, the average cost per therm for 268

the measures starts at $0.0056 in the first year of the program, increases to $0.0081 in the 269

second year and then increases further to $0.0092 in the third year of the program.  The 270

budgeted costs of the measures was used in these calculations and do not include costs 271

related to Nicor Gas’ On-Bill Financing program. 272
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V. MODIFICATIONS TO RIDER 29, ENERGY EFFICIENCY PLAN273

Q. Does Nicor Gas propose to make changes to its existing Rider 29, Energy Efficiency 274

Plan?275

A. Yes.  Attached to this testimony as Nicor Gas Ex. 3.5 is a copy of current Rider 29 with 276

proposed changes in legislative style.277

Q. What changes are proposed to Rider 29 so that it ends when the State mandated 278

programs begin on June 1, 2011?279

A. Nicor Gas is proposing two changes to Rider 29.  First, Nicor Gas proposes to change the 280

date of the filing of the final reconciliation from no later than September 30, 2013 to no 281

later than September 30, 2011.  Since the new Rider EEP is proposed to go into effect as 282

of June 1, 2011, existing Rider 29 would end as of June 30, 2011 and, thus, the final 283

reconciliation would be filed by September 30, 2011.284

Second, Rider 29 provides for a Carry-Over of funds recovered in a given plan 285

year but not spent.  Nicor Gas could carry-over up to 50% of unspent revenues from the 286

July 2010 to June 2011 plan period if needed.  Likewise, Nicor Gas could carry-over 25% 287

for the July 2011 to June 2012 plan period, and 10% in each subsequent period. With 288

Rider 30 budgets exceeding $13 million for the 2011 to 2012 plan period, there is no 289

need for the carry over percentage criteria beyond June 30, 2012.  Consequently, Nicor 290

Gas proposes to eliminate this provision from the tariff.291

Q. How will Nicor Gas’ Rider 29 charges be impacted by the termination of the rider?292

A. As provided by Section D of Rider 29, the Effective Component, or annual charge, would 293

go to zero when the new Rider EEP becomes effective.  There would still be a previous 294
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reconciliation charge that would end as of June 30, 2011.  As also provided by Rider 29, 295

by September 30, 2011, Nicor Gas would file a final reconciliation charge for any 296

difference between the amount of revenue collected under Rider 29 for the year ending 297

June 30, 2011 and the costs incurred for the Rider 29 energy efficiency programs.298

Q. How does Nicor Gas propose to refund or charge to customers the final 299

reconciliation balance?300

A. The Rider 29 charge is on a monthly per customer basis and Nicor Gas proposes to 301

refund or charge the final reconciliation balance in the same manner.  However, the 302

Company believes that it would be confusing to customers to have two separate charges 303

on the bill referred to as Energy Efficiency Plan cost recovery.  Thus, Nicor Gas proposes 304

that any final reconciliation balance be made as a one-time adjustment to the customers’ 305

monthly customer charge.  In this manner, the adjustment can go to those customers 306

subject to Rider 29 in the same manner as it was originally billed with minimal 307

confusion.  Nicor Gas would notify customers in the appropriate monthly bill insert of the 308

amount of the adjustments and that they are for only one month.309

Q. How does Nicor Gas propose to handle any outstanding balance for Rider 29 after 310

the final reconciliation is done?311

A. Nicor Gas would continually review the Rider 29 balance and adjust the reconciliation 312

charge to minimize any remaining balance.  However, Nicor Gas does recognize that the 313

reconciliation balance charge could go to zero with a remaining balance amount that 314

should be either refunded to customers or collected from customers.  This amount should 315

be about $20,000 or less. Nicor Gas proposes that any final balance be reflected as a 316

credit or debit to factor RIC in the formula used to determine the Rider EEP charges.317
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Q. Is Nicor Gas proposing any other changes to its tariff sheets?318

A. Yes.  Attached to this testimony as Nicor Gas Ex. 3.6 is a revised Table of Contents tariff 319

sheet that reflects the addition of Rider 30, Energy Efficiency Plan Cost Recovery to its 320

list of riders.  Nicor Gas requests the Commission to approve the change to this tariff 321

sheet as well as those for Rider 29 and Rider 30.322

VI. CONCLUSION323

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony?324

A. Yes.325




